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A LARGER PICTURE

DAAN ROOSEGAARDE
LANDSCAPES OF THE FUTURE

/ STATE /

THE GREAT
FENESTRATION
A new veil in Printemps takes
its concept from a vertical dome
that penetrates the heart of the
building and pays homage to
the store’s iconic stained glass
domes seen in 1894.
www.micheldenance.com
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/ COMMUNE /

LOOKING AT THE
BIGGER PICTURE
A cactus park in the island of Penghu provides a new
meaning to revitalisation while creating prospective
values for ecology, tourism and the people.
WORDS MARTIN TEO
PHOTOGRAPHY LIN FU MING
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1

1. An overview of the big
cactus greenhouse with its
latticed facade
2. The landscaping is
created to suit the nature
of cactuses in the site
context and climate

T

he Penghu Islands is an archipelago of very small
islands floating in the middle of the Taiwan Straits
between mainland Taiwan and Mainland China.
It is a place of rare natural beauty with dramatic
seascapes, sandy beaches and gentle grass covered
hills. Famous for its sea birds, nesting sea turtles and other exotic
wildlife, the place prides with historical sites including abandoned
forts, atmospheric temples and traditional folklore villages.
Surrounded by sea, the Qingwan district located at Penghu’s
Fongguei Peninsula is abundant with marine resources and natural
wonders. The basaltic terrains, diverse flora and fauna as well as
old garrisons remained from the military days make the district the
perfect place for tourism development as well.
Qingwan was under Coast Guard Administration until 2008,
when it was relegated to Penghu Country Government. Since then,
the government has been revitalising the district’s natural
environment and abandoned manmade facilities with strategic
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planning and project financing, such as phasing and BOT (buildoperate-transfer). Along the years, these extensive efforts have
helped improve the ecology and living quality of the people here.
One of the exciting projects to further develop this country is
the Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park by CCL Architects & Planners
and Co-Forest Environment Design Association.
EXTENSIVE EXPANSION
The project’s landscape treatment has also enhanced the
district’s condition for ecological diversity. Vegetation planting
and air purifying also help in giving the project a great
advantage. The integration of different parts within the
district not only improves environmental quality but also
creates more recreations. During the process of vegetation
conditioning, water conservation is made possible due to the
corresponding relation between low-lying land and highlands,
boosting Qingwan’s capability to ecological restoration.

1

1.仙人掌DIY教室

大仙人掌花房平面圖

大仙人掌花房3D立體構架圖

2
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3. The glimmering structure
during dusk lends a
picturesque effect
to the area
4. Echinocactus grusonii
cactus greenhouse from the
top looks exactly like
a man-made cactus
5. The internal spiral
creates a nice scenography
inside the dome

4

The core zone of the project is to control and minimise any
damages that the construction might bring. Beyond the zone,
the project aims to encourage ecological diversity by creating
new relationships with the surroundings.
Helping the preservation of the basaltic landscape and the
historic military background, the cactus park facilitates a new
formation of different types of recreations. The expanse of
this project, which includes six major components, creates a
beautiful park for the visitors. The walkthrough intertwines with
the different spaces and the natural landscape that are dotted
with lush succulents, cactuses and shrubs. On top of that,
the architects set up leisure activities along the coastline with
the inclusion of bike lanes, which intend to broaden the scope of
Qingwan’s ecotourism.
The project, consisting of the cactus park, artists village,
greenhouses and environmental landscape possesses great
panorama of the ocean. The park consists of three main
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greenhouses that are designed with elements associated with
cacti. The key objective is to conserve the cactuses and the
basaltic landscape of the site.
CREATIVE COMPONENTS
Within the 32 acres of landscape, these main architecture and
sheds are plotted strategically to create a new traffic flow that
guides visitors to be fully immersed in the holistic experience
of the site. The greenhouses carry its own design significance
that is inspired by the cactus. With two boasting a deconstructed
latticed leitmotif, the most outstanding of the bunch is the
Echinocactus grusonii cactus greenhouse with its dome-like
structure that houses some exotic potted cacti.
The dome of the greenhouse resembles a cactus, literally,
but provides a beautiful texture and impression to the existing
site. Constructed using bended steel as its main structure,
white transparent panels are incorporated to bring in natural

屋頂通風鋼構

三角幾何PC板

金虎仙人掌花房3D立體構架圖

三角幾何構架

主體鋼構架

入口雨遮
金虎花房平面圖
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6. Overlooking the
amazing coastline of
Penghu Islands
7. Every architectural
structure is built to be
ecologically sensible in
response to the site
8. Simplicity and design
honesty are both present
in the overall spaces
that are created for the
visitors to this park

light. The use of materials effuse a soft glow and by
night, the greenhouse lights up in resplendence.
The big cactus greenhouse integrates teak in the
shape of the cactus and the lattice wraps around the
façade. The large-sized windows facilitate ventilation
and lighting while the basaltic masonry retaining walls
that feature a prism grid fit the local environment
beautifully. The basaltic-based greenhouse on the
other hand is inspired by local masonry retaining walls.
Again, the architects adopt the use of teak and rock to
create the overall look.
The architects also incorporated sheds as resting
spaces to complement the greenhouses. Balanced on
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a slope, the architecture coexists very well with the
surrounding greenery.
An artists’ village is also part of the new site programme
to accommodate special events and as a space for other
tourist-boosting activities. The jacked roof facilitates the
growth of greenery while welcoming visitors to the park.
Bearing in mind that this is a restoration exercise,
the artists’ village is perched at an old coastal guard site
by the sea. The beautiful coastline consisting of reef rocks
and fjords make it a perfect place for artists to create work.
SUPPORTING SUSTAINABILITY
To revitalise the old buildings at the site and preserve

PENGHU QINGWAN CACTUS PARK
LOCATION
SITE AREA
COMPLETION
DESIGNER
ARCHITECTS
DESIGN TEAM
PROJECT TEAM

PENGHU QINGWAN, TAIWAN
129,745 M2
AUGUST 2015
CCL ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
CHAIN10 ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN INSTITUTE
CCL ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS + CO-FOREST
ENVIRONMENT DESIGN ASSOCIATION
LIN CHI CHIN, CHANG CHIEN LUNG CHIN, JIANG CHANG LIN,
CHANG TSUNG JUI, KUNG CHENG TA, SHIH YU SHIN
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9

9. In its expansive
ecological site,
the Cactus Park is
integrated seamlessly
into the old military camp
10. The shed is designed
to create shelter while
cultivating sustainable
architecture and
design in the park

their original looks at the same time, the design employs a new way
of placement and facelifting. The new ‘green belt’ ties the different
components together, creates the desired look and informs the feel
of a park.
The landscape design primarily focuses on improving the terrains
surrounding the greenhouses and the overall environment; to enhance
water conservation by setting up rainwater conservation basin; and to
help the growth of plants under the cold weather. After investigating
the whole district, the design team finds the well-designed rainwater
recycling system from Japanese-Occupied Period.
It suggests the problem of water shortage and importance of
rainwater collection. The team interprets by keeping the water
conservation design at the lowest point of the site and strengthens
water conservation through infiltration, which in turn will facilitate the
overall plant growth.
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To block the cold north-east monsoon that carries salt
and interferes plant growth, the team develops windbreak
inspired by the method used by local farmers. The windbreak
of 180~240cm can help the growth of plants by the sea
more effectively. And it seems by now, every element is
thoroughly thought through for the benefits of the people,
plants and place.
The Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park has transformed
a significant military base of the past into a new tourist
attraction. After seven years of planning and construction,
the park is not only a place that exhibits different types
of cactuses but also a land that nourishes the cacti and a
dragon fruit business. The holistic approach of the park
encourages a new wave of appreciation towards creative
initiatives in this county.

10
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ROUGE
RENDEZVOUS
The new Ganadara located on St. Catherine Street,
Montréal serves as a surprising bridge between
the enjoyment of Korean fusion food and the
irreverent style of K-hip hop.
WORDS ANEETA SUNDARARAJ / PHOTOGRAPHY ADRIEN WILLIAM
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T

he transformation of a vast space abandoned
for six years gave birth to the Ganadara Bar.
Opened in June 2017, the design successfully
modulates conflicting needs right from the
start. The design brief to create a warm and
comfortable environment, but in place dictated by the
aesthetics of Korean rap proves to be tad bit challenging.
Led by the design firm Jean de Lessard –
Designers Créatifs, the designers opt for the solid
simplicity of wood, surrounded by a rougher shell of
concrete and steel. The purity of these materials gives
an honest charm while setting the space apart from
other uncanny interpretations of a Korean bar.
Starting from their main premise, they develop
the notion of a collective space in a noisy nocturnal
place, using the repetitive circular shape. “We focus
specifically on the central positioning of the functions
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and the peripheral walking area. The separation of these
two components are made subtly to create a seamless
flow into the space,” says the design team.
The idea of a ‘staged performance’ is heightened,
especially since lighting and its arrangement within
the interiors create vantage points with varied
atmospheric qualities.
“The place is designed in such a way that people
are gathering at the bar counter. This geometry focuses
energy inside the building,” explains Jean de Lessard.
MASTERLY TOUCH
The firm Jean de Lessard—Designers Créatifs is led by
principal designer Jean de Lessard who has brought more
than 25 years of design practice in various sectors to the
table in each design proposition. The firm’s approach is
intuitive and relies on singular deconstruction principles

Jean de Lessard, Principal Designer,
Jean de Lessard—Designers Créatifs

“The place is designed in
such a way that people are
gathering at the bar counter.
This geometry focuses energy
inside the building”

1. Jean de Lessard describes
the scene as an allegory of a
bamboo forest
2. There is a sense of
polished sophistication and a
dirty punk mix in this bar
3. 2,700 pieces of timber in
different lengths take up a
fluid movement vertically
downwards

2

that are breaking usual codes and emancipating spaces
and their occupants from trivial concepts.
The firm is a laureate of Las Vegas A.R.E Gold Award,
of the Interior Design’s Best of the Year Awards in
New York, of the Iconic Award in Munich and a finalist of
the Restaurant & Bar Design Award in London.
For the Ganadara Bar, the intuitive approach is
certainly clear. The idea of gravitating the crowd to the
interior’s pièce de résistance is unassuming. Unknowingly,
people will follow the hidden figures as they make their
way around the bar.
The central island, which also serves as a kitchen,
acts as a centripetal force. Decorative elements help turn
the eyes back to the heart of the space. Thick window
curtains close in the place; then, a second layer and a
third, respectively. A bamboo forest and a frosted glass
partition collectively form a barrier from the outside.

3
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GANADARA BAR
LOCATION
SITE AREA
COMPLETION
INTERIOR DESIGN
LEAD DESIGNER
DESIGN/PROJECT TEAM
ARCHITECT
ENGINEERS
CONTRACTOR
STEEL
CURTAINS
BAMBOO

MONTRÉAL, CANADA
3,000 FT2
JUNE 2017
JEAN DE LESSARD—DESIGNERS CRÉATIFS
JEAN DE LESSARD
STEVE CHARLEBOIS, ALEXA ADAM
JANSON WONG
DALLAIRE CONSULTANTS
CASTLE RENO, PAUL CANTWELL
ORNEMENTS ST-MICHEL
DRAPERIES COMMERCIALES A.N.
ALPHA PLANTES

Another ingenious way to structure the space
is the use of a suspended sculptural construction
above the bar counter. These 2,700 pieces
of timber in different lengths take up a fluid
movement vertically downwards. The formation
leads the eyes into focusing again where it matters
in a bar.
“Is it an allegory of the famous bamboo forest
in Damyang or an aesthetic ploy to conceal the
bulky HVAC system?” banters Jean. “One thing
is certain – such a sculptural piece reinforces the
ambient feeling of confinement.”
The theatricality of the place is exacerbated
by the muted tones of burgundy and anthracite,

while keeping pace with the reds and sophisticated
image of K-hip hop. This keeps the identity of the bar
clear – chic space with an Asian twist.
The last architectural gesture to tie up the
space with humour is the angular shape of the bar
counter. It represents a stylised adaptation of the
Korean writing, referring to this dimension as hypersexualisation of the hip-hop culture.
Layers after layers, it is obvious that there is a
sense of voyeurism that is infused with the oriental
red tones. Simplistic nuances like these resembles
the true essence of the bar while piquing curiousity
and interest to the space. The designers add that one
visit to the Ganadara Bar differs from the next.
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4

4.The identity of the
bar clear – chic space
with an Asian twist
5. Interpreting
the bamboo
forest in a very
exhilarating way
6. Graffiti art dresses
the washroom walls
with much vigour

6
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A GREENER CITY
FOR EVERYONE

Jakarta Jaya: the Green Manhattan is an integrated green master plan proposal by SHAU Architects for
Jakarta Jaya Foundation. The recent winner of the Smart Cities prize at the World Architecture Festival 2017
strategically addresses the key challenges that architects are going to face in the coming decade to determine
success. The master plan is envisioned as an ensemble of ecological and social projects in one multiple-grid
layout. It will be a pedestrian-based city. Each plot will have special green regulations for buildings and open
spaces, covering horizontal and vertical connections between buildings. Coastal communities including fishing
villages will be given a dedicated zone on the most strategic part of the island, where small-scale traditional and
modern fisheries can thrive. Housing for the community will be considered with the integration of green roofs,
plazas and promenades. The Republic of Indonesia is at a turning point. It is expected to become one of the
world’s five largest economies by 2030. While the fast-growing middle class represents a huge opportunity for
the country, the combination of climate change and rapid population and economic growth could jeopardise its
future prosperity. Land reclamation is an integral part of the seawall megaproject, with the potential to provide
valuable new space for Jakarta’s future growth. So, what is stopping its progress?
(www.shau.nl)
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